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TWO ARMED TALES TO ONE
APRIL 16, 1984
William Cotenord was born on July 27, 1900,
in the city of York in England. He was the third and
youngest son of Henry Cotenord, a stoneworker employed
by the firm of Hanson and Murtaugh, Masons. Henry
Cotenord had come to York at the age of three, when
his parents moved there from Dover. Family tradition
said that a grandfather with several prefixed " greatgreat's " had emigrated to England from France in the
late 17th century after the restoration of Charles II.
There was apparently no connection between the events,
though the Cotenords prided themselves upon the
alleged fact that t he ir ancestors had been connected
in some way with the nobility of France.
William, the one born in 1900, was never
very adept at school. As a child, his main interest
was playing legionnaires versus k nights with his frien ds .
The game was a counterpart of the cowboys and indians
theme which dominated the mock battles of American
boys of the 1930's. The local fascination with
Roman legionnaires and medieval knights stemmed from
the numerous sightings of both in the Guildhall cellar.
William himself saw them once when he accompanied
his father, who, with other Hanson and Murtaugh employees,
was carrying out a commission from the York town
council to repair the stone foundations of the
Guildhall. The building is located directly over
the old Roman road which led west out of York.
The road lies about two feet below the cellar floor
and runs parallel with the long axis of the building.
From time to time, legionnaires or knights, sometimes
singly and sometimes in groups, ride in one direction
or the other, passing in and out through the stone
walls. The appearances are especially remarkable
for the fact that the bottom parts of the horses'
legs always seem cut off, as one would expect of
animals treading the road below the floor.
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Often when alone, he constructed in imagination
great halls of castles, chapels or Roman military
barracks, where, clad in appropriate armor, he gave
orders or hung captured standards . The game lost
some of its charm for William when he and a cohort
of Romans accidentally burned down a shed while
assailing a castle with catapulted fire balls.
Not much of value was destroyed, but the blaze
threatened for a time to spread to nearby houses.
William was confined inside his parents' flat for
fifteen straight days in the middle of the summer.
In 1918, immediately after his birthday,
William was drafted into the British army. After
a course of training which was abbreviated because
of the pressing need for front line replacements,
he was shipped to France in early September . William
was assigned to a company holding trenches on the
far left flank of the allied lines, about 30 miles
southeast of Calais. The British position was
separated from the German lines by a shallow valley,
about 700 yards wide, filled with mud, old b arned
wire and shell holes. Through the valley ran a stream
which, with its sloping banks, effectively reduced
the life expectancy of a newly arrived infantryman
from the three months normal for the western front
as a whole to two. A couple of miles downstream ,
to the west, lay the war devastated remains of a
village. The British called the place "Northside,"
which was presumably an anglicized version of the
French name the village h ad up to 1914.
In early November, rumors of an impending
armistice began to circulate through the army.
Nevertheless, the sector commander ordered an
attack on the German lines for the night of
November 10.
It was to be a surprise assault and
hence would not be preceded by an artillery barrage.
Since one of the normal effects of a barrage was
to destroy intervening barbed wire, it would be
necessary to send patrols ~ut in,advance to see
just what barbed wire conf1gurat10ns the,Germans
h ad recently installed. William ,was ass~gned to
one such patrol. The group cons~sted °bf tthrhe~f
,
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as possible and work their way upstream toward the
h ome trench.
The patrol set out at 11:30 p . m. on
November 9. They forded the stream at the designated
p oint and moved up the far side of the valley .
Progress was impeded by the large number of shell
ho les which the men either had to go around or
c lamber through . They tried to avoid going down
into holes which contained b odies. However, it
was not always possible in the darkness to see the
remains in time: so some mistakes were made.
Part way up the rise on the Ge r man side
of the valley, they came to the first barbed wire.
It consisted of a fence paralleling the German
trenches, which would have to be cut through as
the attackers reached it, creating a delay. The
patro l made themselves a passage and crept on toward
the enemy position. About 75 yards farther, they found
a nother fence, this time made up of attached rolls
of barbed wire.
In effect nearly three feet thick,
that fence could turn the attack into a disaster.
The patrol was then onl y 100 yards from
the German trenches, and so they turned to their
right and slunk along the fence in the upstream
direction . Twelve minutes later, the patrol died .
Or, rather, two of the three members did . The moon
b roke through the clouds just when a German sentry
with binoculars happened to be looking in their
e xact direction. The Germans sent up a couple of
star shells to help the moon, and then directed
machine gun fire down the valley slope. The patrol
tried running directly toward the stream, but they
were stopped too long at the lower barbed wire .
Only William made it through. His left thigh b one
was shattered. He managed to drag himself a few
yards closer to the stream and into a shell ho le.
There he lay, bleeding, looking up at the treacherous
moon as it drifted in and out of the clouds.
Wil liam lost track of how much time went
by . The moon eventually disappeared over t~e western
edge of the shell hole. Gradually he sank 1nto
alternating periods of unconsciousness and a
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semi-conscious condition where reality mingled with
hal lucinations and dreams. At some indefinable point
during the night, he found that he was inexplicably
no longer in the shell hole.
Instead, he lay on
his back on the ground inside what appeared to be a
small room. Not far away, two candles flickered,on
a raised table. Between them was a crOSSi and, ~n
the wall behind and above the table, there was what
seemed to be a stained glass window, though it was
too dark for William to be sure. From the candles,
cross and window, william guessed that he was in some
sort of chapel. The room was square, perhaps twenty
feet on a side, with a closed door in the wall
opposite the window . Apparently there was nothing
in the chamber but the altar, and a bell rope which
came in through a hole in the ceiling and dangled
just over William's chest.
William tried to recall how he had gotten
from the battlefield to the chapel, but not the
slightest fragment of a memory came. He began to
wonder whether the chapel was just a dream -- or
was it the shell hole that had been a dream and
the chapel real.
In the midst of such thoughts,
William became suddenly aware that he was no longer
alone.
He did not hear the door open or close,
b~t there was a human figure walking slowly toward
h1m from the doorway . William turned his head
slightly with great difficulty, and, through the
darkness, he was just able to recognize that the
stranger wore medieval armor much like that which
William had seen in the Guildhall cellar. The
knight, if such he was, had no helmet or sword;
but, in imitation of the Guildhall appearances,
only the very tops of his greaves were visible.
Most of his legs, from the knees down, were either
cut off or below ground. As the figure got nearer,
William could see that its coat of arms was badly
torn and the face was without a beard.
stoppe d •
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rope to ring the bell. William did not hear anything.
The knight pulled again. William still did not
perceive any sound.
The knight dropped his arm. suddenly
the earth seemed to swallow some more of him. He
sank so that he was above ground only from the
waist up . Since William was lying on the surface
of the ground, their heads came close together.
In the candlelight, each looked into the other:s
eyes. William had a fleeting impression of pa~n
and hopelessness in the knight's gaze. contact
was broken by the knight, who leaned forward,
slipped into the earth and disappeared.
William was left confused, unsure of
anything except that his leg was useless, he was
bleeding and he needed help. His thoughts wandered
b ack to the knight and the bell rope.
If the rope
were real, and if it were attached to a bell, and
if he had strength to pull it, he could make a
noise that might attract someone, though perhaps
only German soldiers. William interlocked his
fingers, cupped his hands around the rope and
tugged. The rope moved; and, on the second pull,
a bell began to ring, the sound gradually increasing
i n volume through the next few strokes. William
kept up the ringing until his strength gave out.
Then he simply lay helplessly, waiting.
.
He had been right about there being a
wlndow a bove the altar. Light was beginning to
come th~ough the stained glass. The candles must
have gone out; William could not discern them any
more. As the light increased, his vision seemed
t~ blur.
The details of the chapel became less
d1sti~ct rather than more.
Perhaps he was losing
conSC1ousness again. The light reached a maximum
a~d ~egan to dwindle, as if a day were going by.
Wlll1a~ heard voices.
The language was English.
The vo 7ces merged with the waning light, and all
faded ~nto blackness.
In the British trenches, the men waited
for the last minutes to rush by before the signal
to begin the predawn attack. Through the existing
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tension, the first peals of a church bell passed
more like a shock than a sound wave. The immediate
reaction was incredulity, for there was no church
anywhere around, other than the hardly recognizable
debr is of one in Northside . The ringing came from
some point in the valley directly in front of the
lines.
Consternation followed disblief. Whatever
the British could hear was also audible to the
Germans, and they would certainly be roused into
vigilance by the noise.
Fortunately, word of the situation reached
somebody with enough authority to call off the
attack; and, in an instance of rationality rare to
trench warfare, he did so. The ringing continued
for ten or twelve minutes. Then it stopped.
Morning arrived , but revealed nothing to account
for the phenomenon. At 11:15 a.m., word of the
armistice spread through the trenches. Many men
wondered whether they would have been still alive
hud not what they now began to think of as the
miracle of the bell occurred.
In late afternoon, after it became clear
that the Germans were observing the armistice, a
British patrol went down into the valley to see
if they could find a resolution for the mystery .
Neither that patrol, nor anyone else, ever discovered
a satisfactory explanation. What the patrol did
come across was a shell hole in which a soldier
later identified as Cotenord lay. He had apparently
just died; the body was still warm. Curiously,
the shell hole also contained part of a bell, the
rest of which was found in the clay beneath
Cotenord's body.
Evidently the bell had gotten
buried in a time long past and had been partially
dug up by the exploding shell which created the
hole. A number of British soldiers took frag~ents
of the bell home as souveniers or good luck p~eces.
That ends the first tale.
now begins.

The second

When Armand, Compte d'Artois! died in
1343 he willed to his younger son, Et~enne, and
to Etienne's heirs in perpetuity, a small estate
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which had come into Armand's possession as part of
the dowry of his third wife. With the estate went
the title, Seigneur du Cote Nord. The title referred
to the north bank o f a small river, which flowed
westward and then t u rned south toward the Somme.
On the b ank was loc a t e d a walled and fortified
building which was too small to be called a castle,
though it served t he same purpose. The building
consisted of a thre e -story tower, with an attached
stable and grainery . The base of the tower was
part of a wall wh ich stretched along the water's
edge. That wall an d two others created a triangular
enclosure which was entered through a conventional
gate and drawbridge . The river, plus a trench dug
along the other two sides, formed a moat. A few
huts of serfs were clustered east of the walls,
upstream, where the inhabitants could more easily
get water before it received the lord's sewage.
On the eve ning of major feast days, it was
the custom to place torches atop the three vertices
of the walls. That custom gave rise to the manorial
escutcheon, which consisted of a black shield,
divided into three p arts by an inverted V representing the walls, with a burning torch in each
division.
Etienne was a stupid man, with a burly
body and a violent disposition.
He survived the
battle of Crecy. Homeward b ound in a fury, he killed
the first three of h is own serfs that he chanced
upon.
He frequently attacked his wife and daughter
with his fists.
His wife died of a brain hemorrhage
after one such beating. The only person comparatively
safe was his son, Armand, sometimes called the
younger, who generally received only kicks. At
the age of 47, Etienne b egan to think about death
and the possibility t h at his behavior might have
an adverse effect upon where God would consign his
soul. For safety's sak e, Etienne therefore had
~ chantry b uilt ~nd en dowed it sufficiently to
lnsure that a prlest would spend five hours, two
days,a week, praying for a favorable consignment,
or, If not that, a reconsignment.
So as not to
be irritated by the sight of priests, whom he
despised, Etienne put t h e chantry out of sight,
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a third of a league east of the tower, beyond t he
serfs ' huts. The chantry was completed none too
soon .
It was barely finished when God used a fever
to remove Etienne from this world.
Armand, the new Seigneur, had his father
buried beside the chantry and made sure that the
chantry bell was tolled for a full day in mourning .
After considering the idea of instructing the priests
to implore a permanent residency in hell for Etienne's
soul, Armand decided that the same result could be
procured more cheaply by simply cancelling the endowment for prayers. That he did . The chantry was
temporarily abandoned .
Armand arranged a marriage for his sister
to a knight in the service of his uncle, the Comte
d'Artois . It was the best Armand could do for her,
since he had little to offer as a dowry. Fortunately,
the Count contributed enough to make the marriage
feasible . The sister had a considerably more tranquil
existence as a wife than as a daughter.
She died
trying to give birth to her eighth child.
Armand himself married twice. Both of the
wives came with money, not land. The first bo r e
him three children, all of whom reached their midteens before succumbing with their mother to smallpox. Armand was not present at the time of his
family's demise, having hired himself out to the
Count of Poitou who was constantly repelling English
raiding parties from Aquitaine.
Armand remained in Poitou for seven years,
achieving a modest renown for his military ability,
plus 240 ducats, half of gold and half of silver.
He was nearly 50 when he returned home and took his
second wife. She was a spinster of 24, from a
declining Artoisian family, whose virtue was that
she had survived smallpox, though badly marked by
the disease. Her Christian name ",,!as Margrethe .
1
She was, from Armand's poin~ ~~v:~e~~c~~!O~~~~:t~fY
religious; and though ~rman.nterested had he known,
it and would ~ot ha~e n~e~n~ latently adept at
she was also ~ntell~ge I t traits appeared when,
estate management. The as
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in later years, after Armand's death, she administered
the manor as guardian during the minority of her
grandson. Armand saw her merely as a means for
restoring the family line.
Margrethe's first significant act was to
see that the chantry was reopened and put to use for
weekly masses paid for by her husband.
Her second
accomplishment was a son, born in 1397 and named
Guillaume.
He turned out to be their only child.
Armand gave up military service to devote
himself to rearing his son. He had two paternal
goals:
the first, to get Guillaume knighted; and
the second, to see him married and producing grandchildren. For the latter end, Armand used some
of his Poitevan ducats to arrange a betrothal
b etween Guillaume and Guillaume's first cousin,
one of the eight children of Armand's sister.
The couple was engaged when both were fourteen and
married two years later. Within ten months,
Guillaume had a daughteri and eleven months after
that a son.
In pursuit of knighthood, Armand trained
Guillaume himself until the latter was fifteen.
In the beginning, it seemed as if Guillaume's true
vocation might lie in the church.
He continually
cut himself on battleaxes.
In making thrusts, his
sword arm often collided with the edge of his shield,
once so violently that he broke a bone. He ran into
a tree when, during a mock charge, his oversize
helmet shifted around so that the eye holes were
filled by a nose and one ear. Nor was Guillaume
much more adept at the social graces expected of
knights.
He let his own falcon claw a nasty gash
down his face that left a permanent scar. He had
a tendency to lose control while disposing of greasy
bones so that they skittered across the table
instead of flying elegantly to the floor. And he
invariably got his lance stuck in the ground try-

ing to pick up ladies'

scarves.
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,
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pages at the Artoisian court to continue his training.
There he achieved competency in arms , though he was
never among the outstanding trainees . He would
ordinarily have been knighted in due course on his
21st birthday. But three years before that, in
August of 1415, King Henry of England bro ught an
army to Harfleur, the gateway to the Seine, with
the avowed intention of seizing the French throne.
The Compte d'Artois was one of the nominal vassals
of Charles VI who rallied to the French king's defense;
or rather to that of the Dauphin, for nobody thought
the witless Charles worth defending . Like the other
lords who chose to participate, d'Artois created
en masse as many new knights as he could find
remotely eligible candidates . Guillaume was one
of them.
Readers of history will recall that Henri
occupied himself at Harfleur until mid-October, losing
half of his army to sickness. He thereupon decided
that, instead of sailing to England from that port,
his dwindling forces made it more rati.onal to march
33 leagues through freezing rain in order to embark
at Calais. The French dawdled for two months,
collecting 30,000 men with whom to oppose the 5,000
wandering English. The French commanders lost their
chance to keep Henri from crossing the Somme near
Amiens and had to settle for the field of Agincourt.
For Guillaume, the movement of the English
north from Harfleur to Calais was worrisome . Their
line of travel passed through the region in which
the family estate was located. Unless the English
kin could imitate Hannibal by controlling his troops
with an iron grip, the soldiers were likely to loot
and kill as they went along. Guillaume's apprehension
turned to anxi.ety when the long eastward detour
toward Amiens that got the English safely across the
Son~e brought the battle to Agincourt.
From that
hateau
home
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eleven
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northeast
on a
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before and behind by two other masses of knights,
constituting the first and third lines. Stationed
behind them all were the crossbowmen and cannon,
quite incapable of doing anything unless the knights
moved out of the way.
In front were 300 yards of
mud and then slanted, sharpened stakes protecting
the English longbowmen and chivalry. The latter,
including the king, h ad dismounted and sent their
horses back to the b aggage area.
About 11:30 a.m., the first French line
rode 30 deep upon the English. Within a few minutes,
it was transformed by arrows from the longbows into
a carpet of prostrate horses and corpses, across
which the English archers, swords replacing bows,
ran, slaughtering the struggling survivors.
The Duc d'Alencon galloped forward with
the second French line, and a vicious hand-to-hand
combat ensued. Though the Duc knocked down both
King Henri and his brother, Humphrey, it was Alencon
who was killed and the two Plantagenets came through
without injury. Guillaume was too far from that
royal encounter to be aware of it . After the initial
charge, he found himself, like the other French
knights, virtually unable to move because his horse
was mired in the mud and trampled flesh of the first
wave . The knight ahead and to the right of him was
pulled from his mount and skewered by an English
soldier. Guillaume leaned sideways, trying unsuccessfully to reach the enemy with his sword. The motion
involved was ruinous.
It temporarily swung the right
side of Guillaume's body away from behind his shield.
At that moment, one of the few arrows which were
still hurtling about went through his armor and
into his right shoulder. The blow almost knocked
him off his horse.
His sword fell from his shocked
right hand , and he let go of his shield in order to
hold onto the horse with his left.
Useless and defenseless, Guillaume had
to get out of the battle area. His way back was
blocked b y the still intact and unengaged third
French wave . The only hope lay in riding laterally
along th~ English line of slanted stakes, a path
that would put him in maximum danger from the men
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behind them. Fortunately for Guillaume, his injury
occurred at about the same time as the famous massacre
of prisoners. The French camp followers and peasantry,
having wandered around to the English rear, broke
into the camp to pillage, stealing among other things
the royal crown and the Great Seal. Henri assumed
that his army had been attacked from behind, while
a superior force of French remained poised for a
strike at his front.
The large collection of prisoners
within the camp immediately became a potential danger.
Henri ordered them to be killed . That process, plus
the assumed attack on the rear, briefly drew most
of the English soldiers away from their fence of
stakes. Guillaume, in a daze, made his way unmolested
along the fence and away from Agincourt.
Once clear, he turned in the direction of
home.
He had two thoughts: home was the nearest place
he could get help, and he h ad to warn his family
about the English. Those thoughts were jumbled in
his mind with increasing waves of pain from his
shoulder. The arrow, still sticking through the armor,
continuously moved up and down slightly with the
play of his body within its metal casing. Guillaume
was reluctant to pull the arrow out for fear that
the unplugged wound would start bleeding. He rode
in that fashion for nearly two hours, barely able
to maintain his seat and keep the horse pointed in
the right direction. The pain actually lessened
as the cold October wind chilled his body. At last,
however, he came upon an abandoned hovel-like
structure which had apparently served as a stable;
and there a need for rest overcame his will to go
farther.
He managed to dismount by sliding on his
b~ck down the horse's side, just barely keeping
h~ms~lf from tunililing forward onto the arrow as
he ~1t the ground .. He stumbled into the building,
tak~ng the horse w1th him. Propping himself against
the wall, he wrestled off his helmet with his workable hand. He then lay down and sank into a deep
sleep.
It was after midnight, ten hours later
when Guillaume woke. His body was numb with cold
and so stiff that he had to make several attempts
before he managed to reach a standing position.
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d that he could not get back on his
any farther, he would have to go
on foot
Me rely standing, however, created a new
roblem·
In that position, his upper body armor
p
ed down farther than it did when he was mounted.
~~~~equentlY, the arrow was pressed downwa:d and was
tearing a larger ho le in his shoulder. GU1llaum~
seized the shaft and, on the third jerk, pulled 1t
out. He thought he could detect a trickle of blood,
but the anesthetic effec t of the cold was too great
for him to be sure.
"
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Guillaume staggered outside. The clouds
we re beginning to break up, and occasionally the
moon shone through. Those minutes of light enabled
Guillaume to recognize that he was about two leagues
from home. Abandoning the horse, Guillaume began
to walk. At first a d ogged effort, his progress
quickly became wholly reflex, without thought, feeling
or perception.
An hour and half thus passed. Guillaume
began gradually to stumble. His awareness returned
when he fell.
As he lay without the strength to
get b ack up, his wandering glance brought him the
s ight of the chantry only a few yards away, barely
visible in black against the darkness. He knew
despairingly that he was almost home but could
never reach it.
A last possibility occurred to him.
If
he could reach the chantry, he might be able to
ring the chantry bell.
In the middle of the night,
t h at would alarm the whole estate. Help would come,
and he could deliver his warning about the English.
With much labor, Guillaume struggled to a crawling
position; and, using only one arm, he inched his
body across the interminable distance to the chantry
door.
There he collapsed again; and, as nearly as he
could tell, he must have subsided into unconsciousn e ss for a time.

When he recovered

his senses, it was

almost as if a transformation

had taken

place.
From some inner, hitherto hidden, recess, a
===__ r~~ ~t==e o~ ~i~a1jty had suddenly become
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available. Guillaume felt a return of ~trength.,
He was able to stand up and to walk aga~n.
Afra~d
that the change would last only a few moments ,
Guillaume's mind became concentrated upon the bell.
Without paying attention to anything else, he passed
through the door of the chantry and went toward the
bell rope.
As he neared the spot, he was startled
to perceive in the darkness a human figure ~n a prone
position just where the rope came down.
GUlllaume
gradually made out that the figure was dressed in
an unfamiliar garb, something like that o f a
p ikeman. And , incomprehensibly, the body was
suspended in the air about the level of Guillaume's
knees .
Guillaume approached with caution, since
he did not have a weapon. The pikeman, or whatever
he was, did not move however. Guillaume gingerly
reached over the body, grasped the bell rope and
pulled. No sound resulted; his hand merely slipped
through the rope.
He tried again with the same
outcome.
Guillaume sank to his knees in utter
despair. As he did so, his eyes met the open and
living eyes of the pikeman. The other's gaze seemed
to hold Guillaume up for a few moments . But it was
not enough . Guillaume toppled forward onto the
ground. The pikeman, floating in the air above
him, stirred; and the chantry bell began to ring.
Guillaume felt himself wafting on the reverberations
into oblivion.
Guillaume's father and a half dozen other
men reached the chantry about an hour after they
heard the bell.
They found Guillaume's body
outside the door . He had died from exposure and
loss of blood .
It looked as if he had been trying
to get into t he chantry, probably for shelter .
The chantry itself was empty. No clue to who
the be ll was ever found.
In later years, t~e
rang
,
of the angel guard~ans
peasants said,that ~t wa~ ~neothers gathering around
of France on ~ts way to Jo~n
the child who was to be come st. Joan.
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That ends the second tale, and b rings to
one the stories of t wo eighteen-year-old men at arms,
William Cotenord and Guillaume du Cote Nord.

